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A lunch special at Stresa: handmade pappardelle
tossed in an osso buco ragu.
LIZ BALMASEDA/PALM BEACH POST

Stresa
Restaurant
set to make
a comeback
The popular lunchtime spot
on Okeechobee Boulevard
will move into a new location
Liz Balmaseda
Palm Beach Post
USA TODAY NETWORK

Stresa, the old-school Italian restaurant that
served many an off-radar power lunch from an Okeechobee Boulevard strip plaza for nearly 25 years, is
moving to a new West Palm Beach location.
Stresa’s new home is located in another commercial plaza just one mile to the northwest. The move
was prompted by a dispute with the landlord at the
former location, says Stresa’s chef/owner Claudio
Trevisan, who had hoped to buy the property.
Trevisan, who also co-owns Trevini Ristorante in
Palm Beach, closed Stresa during the first state-mandated coronavirus shutdown nearly one year ago.
Longtime customers know the restaurant powers
down during the off-season as Trevisan travels to his
North Carolina restaurant, Osteria del Monte in Sapphire, for the summer.
But as the pandemic summer turned to fall, then to
See STRESA, Page 5D

Mickey and Minnie Mouse are once again happily
greeting guests in front of the Magic Kingdom in
Orlando. WALT DISNEY

Disney World,
other parks get
up to speed
Nancy Niles
Florida Today
USA TODAY NETWORK – FLORIDA

Park-hopping at Walt Disney World’s four parks
resumed in February, and boy, are they hopping.
Tickets to all four theme parks were sold out the
week of Spring Break and some of the parks are fullybooked through mid-April, according to Disney’s reservation system.
Those who haven’t already purchased tickets but
were hoping to hit the Magic Kingdom will have to
wait for slightly warmer days. The self-proclaimed
Most Magical Place on Earth is booked now through
April 9.
It’s smooth sailing for guests starting April 11 when
all parks show tickets available through the rest of
See DISNEY, Page 5D
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High Goal Luxury Gin co-founders introduce new
spirit at intimate launch event in Palm Beach
Tuesday, March 16 — The Colony Hotel, Palm Beach
By Krystian von Speidel
Notables Editor

T

he Colony Hotel’s new Kemble Interiors
redesigned lobby—reimagined as The Living
Room—set the stage for the Palm Beach
launch of High Goal Luxury Gin. Co-founders
Matti Anttila, Diego Urrutia and eight-goal polo
player Nic Roldan unveiled their New World
gin to a small group of close friends. High Goal
Luxury Gin is produced in small batches of
3,000 bottles in Charleston, SC and will become
available at local retailers and restaurants in the
coming weeks. The Colony’s bar menu will be
the first location in the Palm Beaches to carry the
spirit.
High Goal Luxury Gin is infused with
botanicals sourced directly from across
America’s Southeast, including mint, Meyer
lemon, juniper, coriander, and cardamom. It is
best served on the rocks with a slice of lemon
and fresh mint, although it can also be enjoyed
with a high-quality tonic or stirred into a mixed
cocktail.
After developing an admiration for gin during
tournaments played in England, Nic Roldan
began to seek out partners, with the idea of
crafting a unique and (no pun intended) spirited
blend. At a casual polo match between friends in
Wellington, Diego Urrutia introduced Roldan to
Matti Anttila, co-founder and CEO of Grain and
Barrel Spirits, and the trio recognized not only
their mutual love for polo and its lifestyle, but a
shared vision to create the first American luxury
gin.
“Given polo’s and gin’s global nature, the two
fit so well together. When we started discussing
the concept, we knew quite quickly that we had
something incredibly special. High Goal is the
term for the highest level of play in polo, but it’s
so much more than that, it’s a lifestyle. We’re
aiming for High Goal Luxury Gin to stand at the
pinnacle of this lifestyle as the ultimate premium
gin on the market,” said Roldan.
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HORSING
AROUND

The equestrian season in Wellington is in full swing,
despite the pandemic. While spectators are extremely
limited, there are still plenty of vantage points to be
found for those who thrive on observing the gracefully
dynamic interaction between man and horse. And while
there is always a sense of marvel watching competitors
going through their highly formalized paces or polo
players deftly swinging their mallets, it’s the individuals
who work in support of those posh pursuits—the
trainers and grooms and their helpers—who appear most
at ease with these powerfully magnificent creatures, and
vice versa.
— Steven Stolman
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